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AnsrR¿,cr

In this thesis, the dynamics of balance behaviour for a multi-segment system, under

feedforward and feedback conditions using the center of mass (COM) and center of foot

pressure (COP) were investigated. Firstly, a neural network was developed for the purpose

of classifoing balance disorders. Three groups were classified: no sensory deficiencies,

simulated somatosensory deficiency, and simulated visual and somatosensory deficiencies.

The results show that only 1 out of 48 cases was misclassified, supporting neural network

modeling as a promising method for classiffing sensory deficiency.

Secondly, a model was created to deflrne the distortion of the COP through a dense piece

of foam (sponge). Several linear and nonlinear models were used to identiff the unknown

plant; i.e. the sponge. The results indicate that the signals from the top and bottom of the

sponge are in fact different, and furthermore, they are nonlinearly related. A nonlinear

mathematical model is proposed which describes COP distortion through a medium such

as a sponge.

Lastly, a model was developed to estimate the resultant COM trajectory in the sagittal

plane. Three different modeling techniques were applied, using input signals that were

obtained using equipment available at a routine clinical assessment; neural networks,

adaptive fuzzy interface systems and a hybrid genetic algorithm sum-of-sines model. The

results indicate that the genetic sum-of-sines model shows encouraging results for

obtaining COM estimates that have clinical applications.
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CHaprnn I

INrnorucrIoN

1.1 MouvATroN

Good balance and mobility skills are necessary in order to independently perform acts

of daily living, and to avoid falls causing injuries and/or hospitalization. Many

uncontrollable factors can contribute to the degradation of our balance system, such as a

decrease in effrcient sensory information and the processing of the sensorimotor

information with age fGill er aL.,2001f, and disabling conditions such as neurological and

musculoskeletal disorders. Repeated falls or near falls can also lead to a decline in self

effrcacy, which can in turn result in self-induced functional limitations [Fried et al.,19911.

Patients with the neurological disorder peripheral neuropathy, such as diabetic patients,

experience muscle weakness, numbness or tingling, and various atypical perceptions such

as burning, tickling or pain. This is prevalent with diabetics, where there is decreased blood

flow to the feet and degeneration of the peripheral nerves that supply the cutaneous sensory

information to the foot skin and muscles. This results in diminished reception of ground

reaction forces; ergo diminished somatosensory information is provided to the feet,

hindering the person's ability to maintain balance. In addition, changes in foot pressure

affect the soft tissues of the feet and may lead to ulceration or reulceration [Simm ons et al. ,

19971. Musculoskeletal disorders affect the soft tissues of muscles and tendons, and include

arthritis, tendonitis and muscle strains/sprains. Generally, these types of injuries are caused
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by repetitive movements, and are also termed repetitive strain injuries (RSI) fWoolf et al.,

20031.

An individual with a balance impairment may still be able to perform daily activities,

however with increasing difficulty and decreasing success. In addition, compensatory

strategies are unconsciously employed, such that the individual may not recognize the

impairment in its early stages [Fried et a1.,1991]. Thus, early diagnosis and detection of

debilitation and functional decline, and the consequences they have on balance control, will

aid in prevention of further degradation and in rehabilitation. However, in order to diagnose

sensory deficiencies, an objective method that determines the degree of sensory

information a patient receives is required. In addition, in order to perform a clinical

assessment, the equipment used must be portable, inexpensive and easy to use. It is also

important to not only consider controlled, fixed surfaces, but unpredictable surfaces that

would be encountered in outdoor terrain.

Some common laboratory methods of balance assessment consist of a moving platform

to suddenly disturb moving balance, or the use of a servo-controlled platform that can cause

perturbations, thus introducing uncertainty into the balance system. This effect can also be

achieved by asking a subject to stand on a dense piece offoam (sponge), and having the

subjects induce voluntary sway in either anterior-posteríor (AP) or medial-lateral (}r'4L)

directions fTeasdale et a1.,1991]. The sponge serves to emulate random environmental

conditions instead of the expensive servo-controlled platform. However, most studies

measure the center ofþot pressure (COP) from below the sponge, even though the purpose

of the sponge is to distort signals. A fixed force plate and video motion analysis system are

used to measure the motion signals COP and center of body mass (COM), respectively.
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However, the equipment is very expensive, not portable and ergo not readily available for

a routine clinical assessment. ln addition, most motion detection systems are not real-time

and the data requires time-consuming oflline processing.

1.2 On¡ncrrvns

The ability to obtain the main outcome measures of the balance system (COP and COM)

using inexpensive, portable equipment will allow for the development of a system that is a)

available for routine clinical assessments, and b) provides the same information as

traditional systems. To this effect, there were three primary objectives of this thesis.

The first objective was the classification of simulated sensory deficiencies. In order to

provide a reliable and clinically available method for determining sensory loss in a patient,

a feedforward backpropagation neural network was developed to classiff balance disorders

using simulated sensory deficiency. Using the COP as a measure of postural control

(obtained via a portable force sensing array mat), three groups were classified: no sensory

deficiencies, simulated somatosensory deficiency, and simulated visual and somatosensory

deficiencies.

The second objective was investigating COP measurement distortion through a medium

(sponge). In general, the COP is measured from the bottom of the sponge. As the sponge is

used to distort ground reaction forces, it is reasonable then to assume that the COP signal

would also be distorted. The use of other sensory information to identifu state of balance,

and compute necessary balance adjustnents, is therefore required. In addition to a sponge,

many different types of specialized footwear and inserts are used for people with peripheral

neuropathy, such as diabetics. However, it is diffrcult to design diabetic footwear without
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a better understanding of the mechanical and physiological effects that different surfaces

typical of outdoor terrains, such as a sponge, which cannot be predicted without the sense

of the foot, have on balance. Thus, the relationship between the COP trajectory obtained

below and above a sponge surface, during standing and moving conditions, was

determined. The COP was simultaneously measured from above and below the sponge

using a force sensingarray mat. The sponge represents an unknown plant, which receives

as its input the COP signal from on top of the sponge; the ouþut of the plant is the COP as

measured from below the sponge. Several linear and nonlinear models were used in attempt

to model the mechanical characteristics of the sponge.

Lastly, this thesis investigates the relationships between the COM and motion signals

that were obtained using equipment that is inexpensive, easy to use and portable. Several

models were investigated; namely, a neural network, an adaptive fuzzy interface system

and a hybrid genetic algorithm sum-of-sines system.

1.3 OncaNrzATroN oF THESTS

This introductory chapter has described the motivation and objectives of this thesis.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of human postural control, and details the current models

and protocols in the area of dynamic balance control, relating to the specific objectives of

this thesis. Chapter 3 describes the experimental data acquisition, including the setup and

protocol. The different modeling techniques used in this paper are also described. In

Chapter 4, the results for the classification of simulated sensory deficiency, modeling of

COP distortion through a medium and COM function approximation, respectively, are
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presented. Finally, a discussion of the results, as well as conclusions and recommendations

for further work, are given in Chapter 5.
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Cn¡.prrn 2

Hunna¡q Posrun¡.r, CoNrnor,

2.L Dvx¡,urc B.lr,aNcr CoNrRor,

Balance of the human multi-segmental system requires the integration of sensory inputs

that have unique internal (segment to segment) and external (gravitational vertical and

ground) frames of reference. Thus, spatial information is provided by visual, vestibular and

somatosensory þroprioception and cutaneous) inputs fShepard et al.,1992f.

All three primary sources of spatial information are required in order to distinguish

egocentric, visual background, visual target and support surface motions. Each sensory

class provides the central nervous system with specific information about the position and

motion of the body within its environment. Vision provides vertical and horizontal relative

motion information. These external reference frames are not available in the dark or

crowded places [Shepard et al., 1992; Peterka, 2002]. The vestibular system provides

gravitational vertical, an absolute extemal reference frame fShepard et a1.,1992;Peterka,

20021. Cutaneous sensors provide information about ground and base of support forces,

which can be distorted by a variety of natural surfaces. Proprioceptors, such as muscle

spindles, provide information about relative position and motion of a body segment to

adjacent body segments [Peterka,2002). Loss or deterioration of these primary sensory

systems can lead to balarrce disorders fBalasubramanian et aL.,2002: Buchanan ¿t al.,1999;

Huxham et a1.,2001; Szturm et a1.,1998].
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The most common surfaces used for balance and walking assessment are fixed,

predictable, level and firm support surfaces. However, in order to provide a complete

assessment, different surface conditions, such as spongy or cushion surfaces, which can

alter the ground reaction forces in an unpredictable manner, should also be taken into

account lGlllet aL.,20011. The COP is frequently used as a measure of postural control. To

avoid instability, the COM must remain within its base of support or have the required

momentum in the appropriate direction to re-enter the base of support area. Otherwise,

instability will occur. Hence, the COP represents an index of this instability as it reflects

the effect of the balance reaction [Buchanan et al., 1999; Szturm et al., 1998]. Thus, the

trajectory of the COM and the COP provides us with measures of stability and are

important, if not essential, parameters when modeling the human postural control system.

2.1.1 SpIvsoRY INFoRMATIoN

The main sensory information for balance control is provided by visual, vestibular and

somatosensory inputs. The importance and priority of the different cues are dependant on

the type of task, disturbance and/or environmental conditions, such as lighting and ground

or surface characteristics.

Each of the sensory inputs provide unique information regarding the alignment and

relative motions of internal body segments, or external references such as vertical or

ground. However, redundancy exists in the spatial frames of reference between each

sensory system.

In the absence of one these inputs, balance can still be maintained, however, the

compensatory actions become larger. For example, sway increases with loss of visual input

[Walker et aL.,2000].
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The central nervous system is responsible for interpreting the input from the different

sensors in order to take preventative and corrective actions, and mediate between

conflicting sensory information, in order to maintain balance fShepard et aL.,1992f .

2.l.l.l Vrsu.qr,

Visual sensory input provides the central nervous system with the position of the body

in relation to other objects in its environment; relative reference frame. The visual input

determines characteristics such as the velocity, surface texture or height of an object, in

order to anticipate, in advance, any obstacles that could have a detrimental effect on

maintaining balance.

However, since the information obtained from visual input is relative and not absolute,

it may be misleading, i.e. functionally inappropriate, and could result in a sensory conflict.

For example, if a person is moving, but the visual reference frame is kept at the same

distance in proportion to the body, the visual sensors would indicate that the body is not

moving relative to the reference frame, when in fact the body is moving fShepard et al.,

1992; Peterka,2002l.

2.1.1.2 Vnsrr¡ur.an

The vestibular system consists of three semi-circular canals, which act as angular

accelerometers, and two otolithic organs, the utricular and saccular macula, which are

gravity receptors that function as linear accelerometers to provide the only absolute,

external frame of reference in the body: gravitational vertical. Vestibular sensory input

provides the central nervous system with the body's linear and angular accelerations from

which the position of the body, with respect to gravity, can be interpreted. This information
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is also used to maintain stability of the eyes during head movements, in order to provide

stable visual input; gaze control [Shepard et al.,1992; Peterka, 2002].

2.1.1.3 SovrarosnNsoRY

Somatosensory input provides two different types of spatial information; an internal

reference and an external reference. Proprioceptors, internal signals from within the body

such as muscle spindles, provide the cental nervous system with the spacial orientation and

movement of a body part relative to an adjacent body segment. Exteroceptors, such as

pressure (cutaneous) sensors in the feet, provide the orientation of the body with respect to

the ground or support surface.

The cutaneous inputs located on the bottom of the feet also provide information about

the ground reaction forces ofthe surface. Softer, uncompliant surfaces, such as a sponge,

have a damping effect on the forces, and can result in incorrect and distorted information

to be provided by the somatosensory inputs [Shepard et a1.,1992; Peterka, 2002].

2.1.2 F nnoFoRwARD lNronmlrroN

Feed-forward information initiates preparatory movements used to maintain balance for

anticipated disturbances, such as avoiding an obstacle. The central nervous system must not

only prepare for disturbances caused by the surrounding environment, but also disturbances

caused by movement of any body segment. Such movement changes the balance of the

forces acting upon the body; the central nervous system can therefore anticipate the

movements and compensate for them in advance. For example, reaching for an object will

project the COM in the direction of the reach. The central nervous system will coordinate

other segments movements in advance to offset the COM projection, and thus maintain
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balance. Experience plays a role in being able to better anticipate disturbances fHuxham er

a|.,2001;Kuo, 19951.

2.1.3 FnnnBACK IxronuarroN

Feedback information is used in response to unexpected perturbances, or when

preparatory movements fail. The onset of the reaction to the disturbances is quick, as the

person will fall if timely corrective actions do not take place [Huxham et a1.,2001f.

2.I.4 B.¿¡,¡'NcE STRATEGIES

The forces acting on the body, the different tasks a person performs and the

environment that the task is performed in, all have effects on how balance is controlled. The

main forces acting on the body that the central nervous system must balance are

gravitational, motion dependant, ground reaction and muscle forces. When a perturbation

causing movement of the center of mass relative to the base of support occurs, or in the case

of a sudden loss of balance such as standing on amoving bus during an acceleration, timely

corrective actions must take place in order to maintain equilibrium.

Even though the body has infinite degrees of freedom, there are main strategies that

emerge for maintaining balance. Combinations of the strategies, and therefore redundancy

in the degrees of freedom, occur but are generally less stable [Huxham et a1.,2001;Ko et

a1.,20011. At low platform translations, of frequencies between 0.1 to 0.25 Hz, the ankle

strategy is used, and the proprioceptors are the primary input. At higher translation

frequencies, up to approximately I.25 Hz,the main strategy transitions to the hip strategy

with vision playing a more important role fBuchanan et al.,1999]. When the frequency of

perturbation surpasses 1.25 Hz, in order to avoid falling the base of support is moved as
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opposed to the COM; i.e. the step strategy lKo et a1.,20011. These three shategies are

explained in the following subsections.

2.1.4.1 ANxls Srnarncy

During quiet standing, the body can be approximated as an inverted pendulum, with the

ankle as the pivot point. Since an inverted pendulum is unstable, minor perturbations at low

translation frequencies will cause a swaying motion: the Ankle Strategy. This sway, which

is indicative of the body's attempt to maintain equilibrium of the center of mass in relation

to the base of support, is a corrective action based primarily in response to somatosensory

feedback; however, the amount of sway increases in the absence of other sensory inputs.

During the corrective movements, the foot acts as a lever with the ankle muscles

contracting to achieve a sway in the direction opposite to that of the perturbation, with

minimal forces acting on the upper limbs of the body. As the movement of an inverted

pendulum is completely rigid, this model suggests that the upper and lower limb's motion

is in the same direction [Ko et aL.,2001;Kuo, 1995].

2.1.4.2 Hrp Srn¡rpcy

For minor to major perturbations at higher frequencies, or in an environment where foot

movement is restricted, the body will attempt to regain balance via the Hip Strategy. In this

strategy, the body can be approximated as a dual-segment inverted pendulum, with the

trunk as one segment and the lower limbs as the second. The upper body muscles are

contracted causing movement about the hip in order to maintain balance.
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The movement of the body segments is faster in this strategy in order to combat the

larger disturbance of the body's equilibrium, and therefore achieve a more rapid stabilising

of the center of mass lKo et a1.,200I; Kuo, 1995].

2.1.4.3 Srrp SrnarEGY

When there is a major perturbation that causes the center of mass to be moved to a

position relative to the base of support, where equilibrium cannot be maintained, the person

will take a step in the direction opposite to that of the perturbation. This is known as the

Step Strategy lKo et a1.,2001; Kuo, 19951.

2.2 Cu,ssrFrcATroN oF STMULATED SnNsony Dnnrcrnxcy

There exists variability in the way in which stability is maintained [Schieppati et al.,

20021. This variability becomes more apparent in patients with sensory deficiencies, not

only in comparison with normal subjects, but also in comparison with other patients within

the same group fPeterka, 2002; Schieppati et aL.,2002]. Often, patients develop strategies

to compensate for the deficiency, such as increased muscle stiffrress [Peterka, 2002].

Early diagnosis of sensory deficiencies will aid in the prevention of further degradation

and in rehabilitation. However, in order to diagnose sensory deficiencies, an objective

method that determines the degree of sensory information a patient receives is required.

The most conìmon current methods of balance assessment include the Berg Balance Scale

and the Sensory Organization Test (SOT) [Allum et al. , 2002; Berg et al. , 1992; Speers er

al., 19991. The Berg Balance Scale fBerg et al., 1992] involves quantifying a person's

balance during 14 different tasks on a scale from 0 to 4, with zero indicating the person is

unable to complete the task, and four indicating that the person is independently capable of
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performing the task. However this test is subjective as the grade given is partially based on

the patient's capability to communicate hislher diffrculties in completing the task.

The SOT fAllum et al., 2002; Speers et al., 1999] involves asking the patient to

maintain standing balance under six different conditions that eliminate, distort or conflict

visual and somatosensory inputs from the feet and lower limbs. The platform upon which

a patient stands can be translated at different amplitudes and frequencies, in order to

analyse predictive (i.e. feedforward) control and automatic (i.e. feedback) control

mechanisms. This method can be used to categonze the frequencies at which maintaining

balance becomes difflrcult, and at which the different strategies, selecting the appropriate

degrees offreedom and inputs, are used. These platform translations change the balance of

the forces that are acting upon the body at a given time, thus requiring different balance

strategies to be used [Buchanan et al.,1999].

Visual conditions consist of eyes open, eyes closed and sway referenced. In the sway

referenced conditions, a visual surround is servo-controlled such that its distance

proportional to the body remains the same, or is set in a motion opposite to that of the body,

thus causing a visual conflict. Somatosensory conditions consist of static, where the

platform remains still, and sway referenced. In the sway referenced conditions, the platform

motion is in the direction of the body motion, thus inducing incorrect information regarding

body balance. The COP is measured using a force plate, and is used to estimate the amount

of sway that a person experiences during each of the conditions. This method provides an

objective balance assessment. However, the equipment required to perform the SOT is very

expensive, not portable, and ergo not readily available for a routine clinical assessment.
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ln recent studies, an inexpensive dense piece of foam (sponge) has been used to emulate

uncertainty in the system by randomly altering the ground reaction forces that the

cutaneous sensors of the feet receive [Allum et a1.,2002; Teasdale et a1.,1991]. In this

thesis, a feedforward backpropagation neural network was developed for the purpose of

classifying balance disorders using simulated sensory deficiency. Three different sensory

conditions were to be classified: no sensory deficiencies, somatosensory deficiency and

combined visual and somatosensory deficiencies. The third condition is indicative of how

well the vestibular system can compensate for the loss of visual and somatosensory

systems.

2.3 MoonLrNG COP DIsroRrroN THRoucH A Mnorurvr

A common method of balance assessment uses a force plate with a firm, level support

surface. In order to evaluate different balance control mechanisms, these platforms can be

sinusoidally translated in the AP direction to examine predictive control lBerg et aL.,1992;

Ko et a1.,2001; Schieppati et al., 20021. These sinusoidal translations are generally

periodic, and thus provide predictive control to the simulated environmental change.

However, in everyday situations we encounter a variety of different surfaces which do not

provide the predictable feedback of the firm surface used in testing. Therefore, the

platforms are servo-controlled relative to centre of foot pressure; i.e. sensory organization

test [Kuo et a1.,1998]. In addition, they can be suddenly translated, in the AP and ML

directions, to elicit unexpected balance disturbances [Horak et al., 1986; Szlurm et al.,

1998]. Investigators are now employing a dense piece of foam, or a sponge, as an

alternative test surface fAllum et al. , 2002; Glll et al. , 200I; Neurocom; Schieppati et al. ,
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20021. Thus, as the ground reaction forces are randomly altered by the sponge, the forces

will be distorted and delayed versions of the original signal. It is reasonable then to assume

that the COP signal would also be distorted. However, the COP is generally recorded from

the bottom of the sponge.

Loss of sensation in the feet, as a result of peripheral vascular disease, is a major

problem for individuals with diabetes. A variety of footwear, including specially designed

cushioning insoles, shoe inserts, rocker bottom designs and orthotic devices, have been

prescribed in order to reduce, redistribute and deflect foot pressures during walking

fCampbell et a1.,1984; Chantelau et a1.,1994]. In addition, the footwear is used to support

the arch and re-align the forefoot in order to improve the foot mechanics, and, in more

recent work, to enhance the cutaneous signals from the soles of the foot. However, it is

difficult to design diabetic footwear without a better understanding of the mechanical and

physiological effects that different surfaces typical of outdoor terrains, such as a sponge,

which cannot be predicted without the sense of the foot, have on balance.

In this thesis, the COP from above and below a dense foam sponge were simultaneously

measured, using a portable force sensing mat, during sinusoidal movement. The sponge can

be thought of as representing an unknown plant, which receives as its input the COP signal

from the top of the sponge;the ouþut of the plant is the COP as measured from below the

sponge. The use of linear and nonlinear plant identification techniques to develop a

mathematical model of the sponge were investigated. Specifically, linear inverse modeling

using the adaptive least mean squares (LMS) algorithm, and the recursive least squares

(RLS) algorithm to update the weights of an adaptive filter was used. ln addition, a linear
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Wiener filter was also designed. For the nonlinear model, an adaptive neural nefwork plant

model was developed.

2.4 CONI FuxcrroN APPRoxIMATIoN

The trajectory of the center of body mass provides us with a measure of stability and is

an important, if not essential, parameter when modeling the human postural control system.

Early diagnosis of the consequences to balance control caused by sensory deficiencies will

aid in the prevention of further degradation and in rehabilitation.

Although there exists variability fSchieppati et al., 2002] in which equilibrium is

maintained, postural strategies or patterns emerge [Buchanan et al., 1999; Ko et aL.,2001;

Szturm et a1.,1998]. During quiet stance, an ankle shategy is generally adopted lGatev et

al., 19991. As the frequency of oscillation becomes larger, the velocity of the COM

increases. Therefore larger and quicker movements are required to maintain the COM

within the base of support. Thus a hip strategy emerges, in which the body can be modeled

as a two-segment inverted pendulum consisting of the trunk and limbs fBuchanan et al.,

1999; Ko et a1.,2001; Szturm et a1.,1998].

Models have been developed to predict state estimates during quiet stance using optimal

estimation control theory, which attempts to optimize the system's state vectors based on a

cost function for a single-segment [van der Kooij et aL.,1999] and a three-segment model

fKiemel et a1.,2002]. However, these systems developed in [van der Kooij et aL.,7999f and

[Kiemel et al., 2002] cannot be practically applied to a clinical situation, as the data

collection equipment is expensive and not portable and the models are only fit to speciflrc

subjects.
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Current movement trajectories are collected using motion detection systems and force

plates. The equipment is expensive, requires specialized training and is not portable, and

ergo not readily available to the clinical world.In addition, most motion detection systems

are not real-time and the data requires time-consuming off-line processing. Conversely,

accelerometers are inexpensive, portable and provide real-time data. Sophisticated multi-

degree of freedom moving platforms are available that can create sinusoidal translations at

different frequencies, and can perform sway-referencing. This effect can also be achieved

by asking a subject to stand on a dense piece of foam, and having the subjects induce

voluntary sway in either AP or ML directions.

While neural networks have been widely applied to motor control of robots and some

studies have applied neural networks to a specific task or aspect of motor control, few

studies have been applied to overall postural control analysis in humans. In fWang et al.,

19961, sway length and an index to the proximþ of stability were simulated based on

environmental and task conditions. However, sway can easily be measured through the use

of accelerometers, equipment that is clinically available.

In a preliminary study comprised of two subjects fBetker et a1.,2003], a feedforward

backpropagation neural network was trained to estimate the resultant COM trajectory under

three different conditions. In all three trials, the subject performed the hip strategy, at a

frequency of 0.5 Hz, kept constant via a metronome. The first trial consisted of a fixed

surface with eyes open. Trials 2 and3 were on a sponge surface, with eyes open and eyes

closed, respectively. A feedforward backpropagation neural network used to estimate the

resultant COM trajectory in the sagittal plane. The inputs to the network were the resultant

sway trajectory of the trunk calculated from accelerometer data; the sway trajectory of the
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shank in the AP direction provided by accelerometer data; visual sensory input, 0 or 1 for

eyes closed and eyes open respectively; and somatosensory input, 0 or 1 for sponge and

normal surface respectively. The target vector was the resultant COM trajectory, obtained

from the acquired kinematic data. The normalized percentage error Q{PE) is defined as

where COM is the estimated COM trajectory and COM is the actual COM trajectory.

The mean and maximum values for the normalized percentage error Q\PE) for each

subject, during each condition, are given in Table2.l.

NPE :

Table 2.1 Neural Network Mean and Maximum Normalized Percentage Error.

COM _ COM
COM

Eyes Open, Fixed Surface

Trial

Eyes Open, Sponge Surface

l00Yo,

Eyes Closed, Sponge Surface

Thus, this preliminary model showed promise. However, a larger subject base was

needed. Continuing that line of research with a larger data set, a neural network was

developed. In addition, an adaptive fuzzy system and a hybrid genetic algorithm sum-of-

sines model were also developed, thus providing a comparison of three different modeling

techniques.

MeanNPE
(%)

Subject I

7.3

(2.r)

Max NPE
(%)

8.6

12.7

23.6

MeanNPE
(%)

24.7

Subject 2

41.8

5.4

Max NPE
(%)

6.5

10.5

15.0

21.3

41.4
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Cn¡.prnn 3

MnrnonoLocY

This chapter discusses the experimental data acquisition, including subjects, setup,

protocol and data conditioning. It then proceeds to give an overview of the different

modeling techniques, namely neural networks, adaptive fuzzy interîace systems, genetic

algorithms, sum of sines, adaptive filter techniques and Wiener filters, that will be used in

the following three chapters.

3.1 ExpnnrMENTAL Dnr¿. AcqulstuoN

3.1.1 Sus¡ncrs

Sixteen healthy subjects (5 females) aged 29 + 7.6 years, with no history of postural

problems, volunteered to participate in this study and gave informed consent. Ethics

approval was granted prior to recruiting subjects by The University of Manitoba, Faculty

of Medicine, Ethics Committee.

3.1.2 ExpnRTMENTAL Snrup

A 50.8 cm x 50.8 cm x 10.16 cm sponge of density 25.3lkglm3 and a 25%oindentation

force deflection of 3 1.82 kg was used to emulate environmental uncertainty. A 25.4 cm x

40.64 cm x I .91 cm wooden board was placed on top of the sponge to equally distribute the

forces applied by the body on the sponge, thus minimizing the compression of the sponge

and normalizing the effect of differences in body weight. Note that differences in body

weight will affect the amount of compression on the sponge, making it difficult to obtain a
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perfbct transfer function. However, in order for the model to be valid for the widest range

of human movements and conditions, we incorporated a wide range of movement types and

decoupling between COM and COP to test our model. Vertical pressure forces, from below

and on top of the sponge, were sampled at 12 Hz utilizing two UltraThin FSA OrthoTest

Mats (Vista Medical Ltd), from which the vertical COP in the AP and ML planes was

calculated. Each OrthoTest mat was of dimension 53 cm x 53 cm x 0.036 cm, and contained

a 16 by 16 grid of piezo resistive sensors spaced 2.8575 cm apart. The COP signals were

filtered using a 4th order Butterworth lowpass filter, with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz

Two ADXL2}ZEB accelerometers (Analog Devices) were affixed to the subject; one

representing the trunk segment placed onT2, and the second representing limb segment

placed on the shank below the knee joint (Figure 3.1). The sway in the AP and ML planes

were recorded by each accelerometer. The sway signals were filtered using a 2nd order

Butterworth bandpass filter, with cutoff frequencies of 0.01 Hz and 100 Hz, and then

recorded using a custom LabView VI at a sampling rate of 500 Hz.

Kinematic data was obtained using a Sony Hi 8mm video camera (model CCD-VI01)

connected to a Panasonic SVHS video recorder (model 47350). The reflective markers

were placed on the end points of each segment as described in fSzturm et al.,1998f (Figure

3 . 1). The data was sampled at 60 Hz and then filtered using a 4th order lowpass Butterworth

filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz. The data was digitized using the Peak 2D Video

Motion Analysis System (Peak Performance Technologies Inc). The horizontal and vertical

coordinates for each reflective marker's centroid was determined in relation to an earth-

f,rxed marker. For calculation ofthe COM, a six-segmentmodel consisting of the head, arm,

trunk-neck-pelvis, thigh, shank and foot, was used. The location of the COM x and y
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coordinates and resultant trajectory in the sagittal plane was calculated using

anthropometric data and methods as described in [Winter, 1990] for each frame.

A Seiko Quartz metronome (model SQ44) was used to set the frequency of the subjects

voluntary sway at frequencies of 0.33 Hz (ankle strategy) and 0.67 Hz (hip strategy).

Recording was stopped if the subject lost his/her balance.

¡ Ar(elswßt¡r
Itftùer

Figure 3. I Sensor placement for accelerometers and video motion analysis system.

3.1.3 Pnorocor,

The subjects stood on a dense sponge with a board placed on top, with their feet apart

at their preferred normal position, and kept their arms crossed in front of their chest. The
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sponge support surface served to pseudo-randomly modify the ground reaction forces

under the feet, as the sponge surface cannot accept the normal forces from the feet as the

COM moves. In effect, the trials attempt to eliminate or distort visual cues, somatosensory

cues or both. Four trials were performed, where the subjects were asked to produce two

body movements in a sinusoidal fashion at a frequency beat of a metronome, first with eyes

open and then eyes closed. The first movement emulates a single inverted pendulum model

of body sway, known as the ankle movement strategy [Horak et al., 1986]. The subjects

induced AP sway about the ankle joint, with little or no knee and hip rotation at a frequency

of 0.33 Hz, with eyes open and eyes closed respectively. The second movement emulates

a double inverted pendulum model of body sway, known as the hip strategy fSzturm et al.,

1998]. Specifically, the body movements involved flexion and extension of the upper body,

head, arms and funk, with the knee held in extension. The hip strategy was performed in

the AP direction at a frequency of 0.67 Hz. Each participant performed 3 to 4 practice

cycles at the indicated frequency before the trial began. The duration of the trials was 25

seconds, with a two minute rest period between each trial.

3.1.4 Dara CoworrroxrNc

The total number of data sets collected was 128; eight per subject representing each of

the four trials performed for the ankle and hip strategies. The accelerometer and COP data

was interpolated to a sampling rate of 60 H4'i.e. to that of the kinematic data. The data was

normalized by subhacting the mean, and then dividing by the absolute maximum value, in

order to account for position difference between the signals from the top and bottom mats,

and to normalize between the subjects.
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The kinematic datawas acquired for use in COM function approximation, when two-

segment inverted pendulum dynamics are considered. Thus, the flrrst 10 seconds of

kinematic data was digitized for each trial where the hip strategy was performed. The COM

was calculated via digitization of reflective markers, placed on the end-points of the model

segments [Szturm et al., 1998]. In some trials, reflection from additional sources was

captured, and therefore, some segment end-points could not be located. Due to this, the

COM trajectory was either incomplete or inconect for these cases, resulting in a smaller

data set for use in function approximation. Table 3.1 gives the number of complete or

partially complete data sets per trial.

Fixed surface, eyes open

Table 3.1 Number of kinematic data sets per trial.

Trial

Fixed surface, eyes closed

Sponge surface, eyes open

Sponge surface, eyes closed

In addition, for one subject who had a complete kinematic data set, the shank

accelerometer was not functioning properly. Thus, in models where the shank acceleration

data was used, this subject's data was also excluded.

3.2 OvnnvrEw oF Monnr,rNc TEcHNTQUES

Number of Complete
Data Sets (10 s)

ll

11

l0

The following subsections provide general details about the various modeling

techniques used in this paper. The speciflrc model details are described in Section 3.3.

Number of Partially
Complete Data Sets

l2

0

I (9.16 s)

I (8.33 s)

I (7.5 s)
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3.2.1 Nnunar, Nrrwonrs

A feedforward backpropagation neural network consists of two layers. The f,rrst layer,

or hidden layer, has a tangent-sigmoid (tan-sig) activation function, and the second layer,

or output layer, has a linear activation function, purelin. Thus, the first layer limits the

ouþut to a narrow range, from which the linear layer can produce all values. The ouþut of

each layer can be represented by

where Y is a vector containing the ouþut from each of the ly' neurons in a given layer, W

is a matrix containing the weights for each of the M inputs for all ly' neurons, X is a vector

containing the inputs, b is a vector containing the biases and /(.) is the activation function

fFreeman et a1.,1991; Neural Networks Toolbox User's Guide, 2000]. The network was

created using the neural network toolbox from Matlab 6.0 release 12 (The MathWorks).

In a backpropagation network, there are two steps during training that are performed

iteratively, attempting to minimize the mean squared error between the true and estimated

network ouþut. The backpropagation step calculates the error in the gradient descent and

propagates it backwards to each neuron in the ouþut layer, followed by the hidden layer.

In the second step, the weights and biases are recomputed, and the ouþut from the activated

neurons is propagated forward from the hidden layer to the ouþut layer.

The network is initialized with random weights and biases, and is then trained using the

Levinson-Marquardt algorithm fFreeman et al.,I99lf. The weights and biases are updated

according to

Y¡y,r : f(\ryN,MXM,, * b",,), (3. 1)

Dr*¡ : Dr- [.r'r + pl]-'J,", (3.2)
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where D, is a matrix containing the current weights and biases, D, * , is a matrix containing

the new weights and biases, e is the network error, J is a Jacobian matrix containing the

first derivative of e with respect to the current weights and biases, I is the identity matrix

and p is a variable that increases or decreases based on the performance function. The

gradient of the error surface, g, is equal to Jre [Neural Networks Toolbox lJser's Guide,

20001.

3.2.2 Ãotprrvn NETwoRK BASED Fuzzy lNrnnnncr Sysrnpr

In classical set theory, the boundaries of each set are rigid, and thus an element

specifically belongs to one set, and one set only. Conversely, in fuzzy set theory, an element

can belong to multiple sets, specified by degree of belonging to each set. As an example,

consider the meal times breakfast (8 am), lunch (noon) and supper (6 pm); eating brunch

(10:30 am) is not specifically breakfast, nor is it specifically lunch. Thus it can be

categorized as belonging with weight p to breakfast, and weight q to lunch. ln fvzy

systems, this concept is materialized through a series of if-then statements; the fportion is

referred to as the premise, and the then portion as the consequence [Jang, 1993; }ilitaim et

aL.,20011.

The y'portion serves to finzify the input, dictating the amount the input belongs to a

given set; this is accomplished through the use of a membershíp function (MF). Similarly,

the then portion serves to defuzzify, converting the fuzzy ouþut value into a crisp, specific

value. This can also be accomplished using a MF provided that it is monotonically

increasing, or through a weighted linear combination of the inputs. In the case of this thesis,

the number of rules Ài* is given by
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where 1 is the total number of inputs, and N¡ represents the number of input MFs for the

given input. If the if-then rules of the system are known, then this knowledge is used to

define the MFs. However, if the rules of the system are unknown, then the if-then

statements are extracted from the data by adaptively updating the parameters of the MFs;

an adaptive network based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [Jang, 1993]. The ANFIS

network consists of five layers, depicted in Figure 3.2,whichare described as follows.

I

l/* = flNo,
k= |

(3.3)

Figure 3.2 ANFIS layer block diagram for system with inputs X,, i : I, ..., I ,each with 1/¡ input

MFs ¡\,, N^ rules and output MFs/, and system output F.

Layer one performs the fuzzification, determining the values of each input MF, À. The

input MFs can be custom functions, or common MFs such as Gaussian, triangle or

trapezoid. In layer two, the weight wo of each rule is determined as
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I

wn : fI A^,.
i= I

The normalized weight w is then calculated according to

wi

w:'vÂ
Zto

k= |

in layer 3 . Next in layer 4, the value of each ouþut l\/ß , fi , as a function of w, is determined.

Finally, layer 5 performs defuzzification, and the ouþut of the system Ê is given as

The parameters of the MFs can then be updated in order to minimize the difference between

the estimated and actual output of the system. Note that only the parameters of the MFs are

adapted; the type of MF must first be specified.

3.2.3 GnnBTrc ALGoRrrrrMS

Genetic algorithms are stochastic algorithms which employ the theory of evolution to

update a set of parameters for optimization, based on an objective function. In biology, a

chromosome contains the genetic make-up of a cell, in an ordered manner. This genetic

information, or genotype, contains the codes from which the phenotypes aÍe discemed.

Thus the phenotypes represent the observable portion of the genotype. From a

mathematical perspective then, the value for each parameter alludes to the genetic

phenotype. This value becomes encoded, and is then representative of the genotype. Next,

the genotypes are linearly ordered to form one string, or chromosome, and thus represent a

single individual in the population [Chipperfield et al., v1.2; Michalewicz, 1996]. Genetic

F : Zú'f''
i= I

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)
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algorithms have two main stages, the initialization and reproduction stages, which are

described in the following sections.

3.2.3.1 Ixrrr¡,rz¡,TroN SrAGE

ln order to map the parameter set from the phenotypic to genotj¡pic domain, the

encoding type, upper and lower bounds and precision must first be selected, from which the

number of bits required to represent the encoded parameters is calculated. The encoding

type can be binary, Gray coding, real valued or some other alphabet; Gray coding is used

in this thesis. The length of the parameter Z is calculated as Z : UB - LB , where UB is

the upper bound and LB is the lower bound. Then, the number of bits required å should

satisfo

where p is the precision, given in number of decimal places, and E is the base of the

encoding used fMichalewicz, 1996]; e.E. E : 2 for Gray coding. Each genotype is then

combined into one structure to produce the chromosome. Once the ch¡omosomes are

defined, a population of P individuals is randomly initialized, and the generation count is

set to zero. Note that the more individuals in the population, the more variations the

algorithm initially has to work with. In each successive generation, -ðy' new individuals will

be created in accordance with the generation gap, G, defined as

L.tv<Eb,

The objective function is then calculated for each individual in the initial population. The

objective function used in this thesis isthe mean squared error (MSE), defrned as

(3.7)

¡/ : LP. cl. (3.8)
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where M is rhe length of the signal, COM is the actual COM trajectory and CòU is the

estimated COM trajectory. The algorithm then progresses into the reproductive phase, and

will continue through successive generations until a stop criterion is met. The stop criterion

is generally a lower bound on the objective function value, or a maximum number of

generations.

3.2.3.2 RnpnooucrrvE SrAcE

1^)
MSE : ¡>,{COA,-COM)-,

r= I

The reproductive stage consists of 6 steps, which are repeated for each new generation:

1) rank each individual in the population by assignment of afitness value,2) select which

individuals will reproduce, based on their relative flrtness values, 3) perform genetic

recombination, 4) apply mutations, 5) evaluate the objective function for each individual in

the new generation, and 6) insert fit individuals into the current population (replacing less

fit individuals). These steps are repeated until a stop criterion is met; a maximum on the

number of generations is used in this thesis. The steps are described in detail as follows

[Chipperflreld e t al., v 1 . 2 ; Mich alew icz, 1 99 6].

In step one, the fitness function assigns a value to each individual which indicates their

level of genetic success. The fitness function selected in this thesis performs a linear

ranking based on minimizing the MSE. The MSE for all individuals is first ordered from

minimum to maximum, denoted by ordered(.). The flrtness F is then given by

(3.e)

where ^S is the selective pressure, and 7 indicates the individuals original position in the

population before ordering [Chipperfield et al.,vl.2].
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In the theory of evolution, individuals who are more fit have a better chance for survival,

and hence breeding. Thus, step two serves to select which individuals in the population will

breed, and the number of times the individual is expected to breed, based on their fitness

values. The selected method is stochastic universal sampling (SUS), whereby N pointers

are equally spaced between zero and the sum of the fitness values. The first pointer,

pointers, is generated according to

The remaining pointers aÍe then calculated based on pointer, : pointero-r i,

i : I,...,¡y'- 1, with the pointer value wrapping around if it surpasses the total fitness

sum. To remove dependence on an individual's position, the population is shuffled at

random, and the individuals whose fitness values land at a pointer are then selected to

breed. Therefore, individuals with larger fitness values have a greater chance to span a

pointer(s), and thus to reproduce.

Step three serves to breed the individuals selected in step two, by recombining current

genes into new offspring. The probability that a selected pair of individuals will

successfully reproduce is designate dby P, , and is selected as P , : 0.9 . A random number

r is generated between [0, 1], and if r1P, successful breeding occurs. Single-point

crossover exchanges genetic information from the two parent individuals about a point

randomly selected between [,1,L"- 1], where Z" is the length of the chromosome; this

produces two new individuals.

pointers = .unao,nlo ,l 
,; 

*] (3.11)
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As it is possible to lose successful genetic material in the breeding process, mutation

occurs in step four. Mutation changes each bit in the chromosome with a given probability,

P,, : 0.7 /2" fChipperfield et aL,v|.2f.

The objective function is then calculated for each individual in the new population, in

step five. This is followed by the insertion ofthe new individuals into the currentpopulation

in step six. Since only P individuals can exist in the population at any given time,

individuals may need to be removed from the parent population; similarly, individuals from

the offspring population may not be inserted. The selection of individuals to be inserted into

the new generation is based on theirrelative fitness function values; the most fit individuals

from the oflspring and parent population will comprise the new generation. The generation

counter is then incremented, and if it does not exceed the maximum number of generations,

the reproductive stage begins again.

3.2.4 Suvr-oF-STNES

A common method to approximate a given function is by using a sum of sinusoidal

harmonics

where .É1 is the number of harmonics, a are coefficients that scale the amplitude, co6 is the

fundamental frequency on which the harmonics are based, / is time and 0 represent phase

shifts. As a and 0 are constant, and d is dependent on time, (3.12) will produce a periodic

signal [Winter, 1990].

d(t) : ao+ 2 a,sin(n@ot* 0,),
n= |

When the body is moving as a dual-segment inverted pendulum (i.e. hip strategy), the

COM trajectory resembles a sinusoidal signal; however the amplitude, phase shift and

(3.r2)
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period are not stationary. In addition, it is desired to find the COM as a function of an input

signal, and not as a function of time. Thus, a modifred sum-of-sines model is proposed as

follows

where CtlUfn is the estimated COM as a function of the random signal X. Hence, as this

method is a function of a random signal, the output is not periodic. However, in selecting

H , e , 0 andf , it is important to cover the fulI range of possible values for the COM.

3.2.5 Aoaprrvn FTLTERS

3.2.5.1 Ln¡sr MnaN Seunnns Ar,coRrrnu

^H
COM(X) : I a,sn(f¡Y* 0,),

¡= I

The LMS algorithm optimizes the filter by adapting the weight vector such that the

mean square value of the estimation error is minimized [Haykin, 2002]. The ouþut of the

adaptive filter at time index n is given by

M-l

where M isthe order of the filter, î"@): l.o@),.,(n),...,frr-,(n)]t is the weight

vector at time index n, H indicates the Hermitian tanspose,

u(n ) : lcorr7¡,cop,o@- l),. ..,cop6(n- M+ Df' , cops.is the input signal and

Còe, is the estimated ouþut signal. The estimation error, e, at time index n is then

calculated as

CòP,@) : lw¡COP,"(n-k) : û"(r) . u(n),
k=0

(3.13)

e(n) : COP,(n) - COP,(n),

(3.r4)

(3.1s)
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Next, optimization ofthe filter occurs with minimizationof the cost function, J(n), defined

as

by taking the gradient

YJ(n): -2Tuo+2f""û(n), (3.17)

where ïu¿ : E þ@)COf., @)) is the crosscorrelation between the input and desired

ouþut, and fuu : E [u1n ¡u"1n ¡] is the autocorrelation of the input vector. Using the

estimates f""(n ) : u(n)u"(n) andTua : u(z) COP'.@),thesteepestdescentalgorithm

can be used to obtain the following formula for adapting the weight vector

n1n+1) : w(n) +pu(n) lCOei(n)-uH(n)ti,(r)] 
: n@) + ¡tu(n)e.(n), (3.18)

where p is the adaptation step size, subject to the following constraint

J(n) : r [e(n¡ll

where I Elu(n - Æ)|'? is the power of the input vector.

ln the leaþ LMS algorithm, a factor B is introduced to the weight update to allow for

user bias control

wçn+ 1): (1-pÞ)w(n)+¡tu(n)e.(n), (3.20)

with B subject to the constraint 0 < B < 1 .

(3.16)

0<p<;
lBlu(n- k)1'z

(3.1e)
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The normalized LMS algorithm allows for a time-varying adaptation

updates the weight vector according to

w1n+ t) : w(n) * 
--u(n)- 

þe'(n),
a + v ln)u\n)

where a is a small positive constant.

3.2.5.2 Rncunsrvn Ln¿,sr Squlnns A¡,comrnvr

Similar to the LMS, the recursive least squares algorithm adapts the weight vector such

that the mean square value of the estimation error is minimized. However, it differs in that

it does not wait until the entire vector u(n ) has passed through. Instead it solves for the

minimum least square recursively for each iteration i, where 0 < i < ¡2. This allows for

quicker convergence than the LMS algorithm [Haykin, 2002].

Optimization of the filter occurs with minimization of the cost function, e(n ), is

deflined as

step size, and

where 1", the forgetting factor or memory, is subject to the constraint À < 1 . The minimum

value of e(n) can be found by solving the normal equation

e(n) : 27,,'-tle(i)l' : COP,(n)-wH(n- 1)u(n),
i= I

(3.21)

where tp(n ) is the autocorrelation matrix of the input vector u(n ) defined as

9@) : i 
^'-'o1r¡uH1i¡ 

: )rq(r-1) + u(n)u'(z)
i= I

<p(n)w(n) : z(n),

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)
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and z(n) is the crosscorrelation vector between the input and desired output d(n ) defined

AS

z(n) = | À'-¡u(i)d.(i) : 7,"2(n-1) +u(n)d-(n).
i= I

Letting P : g-' @) and solving for P we obtain the following

P(n) : ?"-'Pçn - 1) - l.-'K1n¡u" (n)P(n - l) ,

where

The RLS algorithm is then implemented as follows. Initialize *(n) : 0 and

P(0) : o 'I where o is a small positive constant. At time index n, compute K(n),

followed by e(n ). The weight vector is updated according to

n(n) : n("- 1) + K(n )e.(n ).

Finally, calculate the current value of P(n ).

3.2.6 Wrpxrn Fu,rpn

K(n) :
1 + ÀuH(n)P(n- 1)u(n )

)"-'P(n- I )u(n )

(3.25)

A Wiener filter is a linear FIR optimal filter designed to remove noise caused by channel

comrption. The output of the Wiener filter is given by

M-l

(3.26)

(3.27)

COP,(n) : Z h(k)COPr(n - k),
É=0

(3.28)

(3.2e)
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where M istheorder of the filter, COP6.is the comrpted signal and Còf , is the estimated

uncomrpted signal. The filter is considered optimal in the minimum mean squared error

(MMSE) sense, as it minimizes

where e(n) is the error of the filter [Haykin,2002].

The minimum solution to (3.3) can be found from the equation Vre*

the Wiener-Hopf equation

M-l

I h"p,yuu(/ - k) : T6(|, I : 0, l, ..., M- 7,
É= 0

Eu : El"ø>11 =

where hoo, are the optimal filter coefficients, yo5 is the autocorrelation vector of COP6 and

y,5 is the crosscorrelation vector between COPI and COP6. The coefficients of the

optimal filter are then found by solving the matrix form of the Wiener-Hopf equation

Ylc o e,{n¡ - c ?t r,çn¡ll,

where f65 is the Teoplitz matrix of Too. The MMSE is given by

MMSE: miney : 6?-yåfiiy6,

where of is the variance of COP,.

(3.30)

= 0, as given by

hopt : folÏo,

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)
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3.3 Spncrrrc Moonr, Drrau,s

3.3.1 CussrFrcATroN op Srprur,arnn SpNsony DprrcrnNcy

Three of the four trials were used, where the hip strategy was performed. In trial 1, the

subjects stood on a fixed, firm surface with eyes open. This situation is representative of an

individual with no sensory deficiencies. In trials 2 and3,the subject stood on a dense piece

sponge with a board placed on top to evenly distribute their mass, with eyes open and eyes

closed, respectively. The sponge support surface pseudo-randomly modifies the ground

reaction forces under the feet, as the sponge cannot accept the normal forces from the feet

with centre of body mass movement. Therefore, the sponge introduces uncertainty into the

system, which distorts the signals that the cutaneous sensors of the feet receive. Thus trial

2 serves to simulate somatosensory deficiency. In trial 3, the subject's eyes were closed,

eliminating visual information in addition to the distorted somatosensory information,

thereby leaving the subject to rely on vestibular information alone. Thus, trial 3 is indicative

of how well the vestibular system can compensate for the loss of somatosensory and visual

SENSOTS.

A feedforward backpropagation neural network (Figure 3.3), consisting of two layers,

was used to classifli balance disorders. There were three classes; class I represented no

sensory deflrciencies, class 2 represented somatosensory deficiency and class 3 represented

combined visual and somatosensory deficiencies. The neural network learned to classifli

the balance disorders by training on data sets obtained from simulated sensory deficiency

experiments. There were 16 data sets for each class; 48 sets in total. The f,rrst layer of the

network, or hidden layer, contained 3 neurons and had a tangent-sigmoid (tan-sig)
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activation function. The second layer, or ouþut layer, had a linear activation function,

purelin, and one neuron.

Figure 3.3 Block diagram of neural network classifier model, with system input p and estimated

output class â.

To obtain data for the training sets, features were extracted from the resultant COP

trajectory, the first derivative of the COP (velocity) and the second derivative of the COP

(acceleration). The extracted features (for each signal) were the average RMS of the signal,

the distance from the absolute maximum value of the signal to the average RMS value, the

number of zero crossings, the maximum peak-to-peak distance of the signal, the variance

ofthe signal, the average energy of the signal and the distance from the absolute maximum

value of the signal to the average energy value. Thus a total of 21 features were extracted.

The features were visually screened to see how well they discriminated each class, as using

the leave-one-out method would have been too time consuming. The selected features, used

as the inputs to the network, were the distance from the maximum absolute value of the

acceleration to the average RMS value (Figure 3.4) and the distance from the maximum

absolute value of the acceleration to the average energy value (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4 Feature l: distance from the absolute maximum value of the acceleration to the average

RMS value. Columns represent the feature value of each class for a given subject.

N

50.

Figure 3.5 Feature 2: distance from the absolute maximum value of the acceleration to the average

energy value. Columns represent the feature value ofeach class for a given subject.
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For classification ofthe three cases, supervised leaming was employed, where the target

vector was a label indicating which class the feature vector belonged to. A pseudo leave-

one-out method was employed for training the network which was therefore trained using

all but one subject's data; the left out subject's data was used for testing the ability of the

network to classify new inputs. This was repeated until every subject's data had been used

for testing. The MSE was used as the stopping criterion, and the network was trained until

the MSE was less than or equal to 0.001 . This value was selected as it was sufflrcient to

obtain 100% classification for the training set, and did not over-fit the data; i.e. networks

trained with this stop criterion were still able to generalize new inputs, and obtained the

least number of misclassifications when applied to the test set.

The estimated class, â, by the neural network is given by

where p istheinputfeaturevector, IW isthematrixofinputweights, b' isthebiasvector

for the hidden layer, LW is the vector of ouþut layer weights and b2 is the output layer

bias vector. The desired ouþut of the network is the correct class label, which is in integer

format; however, the ouþut of the neural network can take on any value. To overcome this,

the estimated class â was assigned to class c, if

â : purelin(L\ry. tansig(IW. p + b') + bt)

forallj+i.

1",-àl<1",-òl

(3.34)

(3.3s)
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3.3.2 MooELING COP DrsroRTIoN THRoUGH ¡, Mnoruvl

The sponge represents an unknown plant, which receives as its input the COP signal

from on top of the sponge, denoted COPr. The ouþut of the plant is the COP as measured

from below the sponge, denoted COPb. The following sections describe several linear and

nonlinear techniques investigated for determining the mathematical characteristics of the

sponge.

3.3.2,1 Ir,rvnRsn Moonr.rNc: LINrm

Inverse modeling involves the use of an adaptive f,rlter to provide a linear model to

compensate for the change in the original signal by an unknown plant; in this case, the

model was found in least squares sense. The system setup is shown in Figure 3.6 fHaykin,

20021.

Figure 3.6 Block diagram for inverse modeling using adaptive filtering technique.

The sponge, with unknown transfer function H(z), filters COPI to produce the center

of foot pressure as measured from the bottom of the sponge, COPb . The adaptive filter

then attempts to equalizethe difference between COPb and the desired ouþut COP,, by

convolving the input with a vector of tap weights. The weights are then adjusted according

to the least squares difference between the adaptive filter ouþut, the estimated centre of

Aorprrue
Frlren

frizì
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foot pressure as measured from on top of the sponge COPt , and a delayed version of the

plant input. The plant model then is represented by the inverse of the adaptive filter model.

After convergence, H(z) is given by

H(z): #,
where Ê1"¡ ir the transfer function of the adaptive filter.

The specific method of weight vector adjustment is dependent upon the algorithm used.

In this study, the adaptive filter was implemented using the LMS and RLS algorithms

[Haykin, 2002]. In addition, two modifications to the LMS algorithm were also

implemented; the leaky LMS and the normalized LMS. In each case, the leave-one-out

method was employed when adapting the filter coefflrcients, where one subject's data was

randomly selected to be used only in the test phase and not in adapting the coefficients. The

reported performance is then representative of the average of the test results obtained.

3.3.2.2 WrnnnR Fu.rpn: Lnn¿.R

In the case of this study, the original signal COPI becomes comrpted by the channel,

i.e. the sponge, and by noise of the measuring process itself, w(n ) ; this produces the signal

COPb which is then the input to the Wiener filter [Haykin,2002]. The ouþut of the filter

is given by (3.29),with M : 2 for this study. A block diagram of the Wiener filter is

shown in Figure 3.7.

(3.36)
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Figure 3.7 Block diagram for optimum filter system using Wiener-Hopf technique.

3,3.2.3 Nnunal Nnrwonx Pla¡qr Moonr, : NoNln¡nlR

ul#)

A feedforward backpropagation neural network can be used for nonlinear plant

identification to predict the ouþut of the sponge given past input and ouþut pairs fNeural

Networks Toolbox User's Guide, 2000]. Figure 3.8 shows a block diagram of this process.

The network uses delayed versions ofthe plant input and ouþut to estimate the plant output

of the current time step. The mean squared error between the estimated and actual plant

output is used as the training algorithm's objective function.

COP'(n\

e ín)

Feroronwnno
B*crpnoprcÀTrtrN
NEURÃL NETWORK

Figure 3.8 Block diagram for neural network plant identification.

Training
Algorithm
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The architecture of the feedforward bacþropagation neural network used to model the

plant (sponge) consists of a single neuron in each of the hidden and ouþut layers. The

inputs to the network are the centre of foot pressure from below the sponge, COP6, and

from on top of the sponge, COP,, at time r - I . The ouþut of the network is the estimated

plant ouþut, COPb, at time I . The neural network architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.9

fNeural Networks Toolbox User's Guide,2000].

COPb rt-1

cog ir - 1ì

Figure 3.9 Block diagram of neural network architecture for plant identification, with the system

inputs COPb and COP, at time t - I andsystem ouþut Côno at time f .

From the diagram, the overall system equation can be derived. The ouþut of the hidden

layer, a(t), is given by

where T(.) is the tan-sig function, IW represents the input weights and b is the bias. The

ouþut of the second layer, CôPr, is given by

a(t) : r[rw''' coPrçt- l) + rwt'zcop,(t - t) * b],

where P(.) is the purelin function and W represents the layer weight. The overall system

equation is then obtained by substituting (3.37) into (3.38)

côro irl

COP¡Q) = r [,w'' 
I a(t) +bl,

(3.37)

(3.38)
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coPoQ) :

A network for the COP in each of the AP and ML directions must now be trained in order

to obtain values for IW, LW and b.

The trainingdata consisted of 75%o of the 64 data sets; 12 sets were randomly selected

from each of the four trials. It should be noted that different training sets were used, and the

network performance was similar for any subset of taining data. The test data consisted of

the remainingZ1o/o of the data sets. Recall that the data is normalized and thus the vectors

lie within the range [-1,1] ; i.e. the range for which the tan-sig function is most sensitive

fFreeman et al.,l99lf.

3.3.3 COM Ful¡crroN AppnoxrvrATroN

r(lw'''r [w'' 'coPoçt - 1) +r\ryr''cop,(t-t) +bl *o). (3.3e)

This section details the application of different modeling techniques, namely neural

netwotks, adaptive fuzz-v systems and a hybrid genetic sum-of-sines model, to estimate the

COM hajectory for a two-segment inverted pendulum, using clinically available

information.

3.3.3.1 Npunar, Nnrwonx MooBr,

The network was created using the neural network toolbox from Matlab 6.0 release 13

(The MathWorks). The inputs to the network were the trunk and shank acceleration, in the

AP direction. The network contained 50 neurons in the hidden layer, and was tained using

a validation set consisting of every 3rd sample in the training set. Training is stopped when

the MSE for the validation set increases in consecutive epochs fNeural Networks Toolbox

User's Guide, 2000]. Thus the number of epochs was 30 for the fixed, eyes open trial, 13

for the f,txed, eyes closecl tnal,19 for the sponge, eyes open trial and 17 for the sponge, eyes
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closed trial. This model differs from the model in the preliminary study fBetker er a\.,2003f

based on its inputs, and the fact that a model was developed for each of the different trials.

The model was trained for each of the hip strategy trials, using data from seven

randomly selected subjects. The remaining subjects' data was then used to test the ability

of the system to generalize new input. The resulting estimations of the resultant COM

trajectory is then lowpass filtered using a 4th order Butterworth filter, with a cutoff

frequency of 4 Hz. The NPE is then calculated.

3.3.3.2 Aoaprrvn Fuzzv NprwoRx Moonl

The inputs to the ANFIS system were the trunk and shank acceleration, in the AP

direction. Each input had 8 MFs, and thus the total number of rules was N^ : 64 (selected

through trial and error). Several input MFs were tried and tested for their performance,

including Gaussian, bell, triangle, hyper-tangent, Laplace, sinc, sine and trapezoid. The

selected input MF, sine, is given as

Ouþut MFs tested include tansig, purelin and sigmoid; purelin was selected and is given by

f : mw+ b. (3.41)

The values for the parameters of the MFs were determined via a genetic algorithm (GA

Toolbox, [Chipperfield et al., vl.2]).

Gray code was selected as the encoding Wpe (E : 2 ) for the parameters, whose

boundaries are given by [-5,5], with a precision of p = 4. Thus, by (3.7) the number of

bitsrequiredtoencodetheparametersiså:lT.ApopulationofP:l00individualsis

randomly initialized, and in each new generation N : 90 new individuals are created in
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accordance with (3.8) when G : 0.9. A maximum number of generations was used as the

stop criterion, and was selected as 100 for the fixed, eyes closed and sponge, eyes open

conditions, and as 200 for the fixed, eyes open and sponge, eyes closed conditions

(determined through trial and error). Increasing the number of generations beyond these

values produced either no effect, or a detrimental effect on the system's performance. The

objective function selected was the MSE, given in (3.9), and the probability of successful

reproduction is P, : 0.9.

The model was trained for each of the hip strategy trials, using data from seven

randomly selected subjects. The remaining subjects' data was then used to test the ability

of the system to generalize new input. The resulting estimations of the resultant COM

trajectory is then lowpass filtered using a 4th order Butterworth filter, with a cutoff

frequency of 4 Hz. The NPE is then calculated.

3.3.3.3 GBNBrrc Suu-or'-SrNEs MoDEL

Equation (3. 1 3) is used to estimate the resultant COM trajectory. A value of H : 8 was

selected through trial and error, and the input X is the acceleration of the trunk in the AP

direction. The values for the parameters a, Q and f were determined via a genetic

algorithm (GA Toolbox, [Chipperflreld et al., vl.2]). Gray code was selected as the

encoding type (¿ : 2) for the parameters, whose boundaries are given by [-5,5] , with a

precision of p : 4. Thus, bV (3.7) the number of bits required to encode the parameters is

b : I7. A population of P : 100 individuals is randomly initialized, and in each new

generation i/ : 90 new individuals are created in accordance with (3.8) when G : 0.9.

A maximum number of generations was used as the stop criterion, and was selected as 100

for the fixed, eyes closed and sponge, eyes open conditions, and as 200 for the fixed, eyes
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open and sponge, eyes closed conditions (determined through trial and error). lncreasing

the number of generations beyond these values produced either no effect, or a detrimental

effect on the system's performance. The objective function selected was the MSE, given in

(3.9), and the probability of successful reproduction is P, : 0.9.

The model was trained for each of the hip strategy trials, using data from seven

randomly selected subjects. The remaining subjects' data was then used to test the ability

of the system to generalize new input. The NPE is then calculated.
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Cnaprpn 4

Rrsur,rs

4.1 Cl¿,ssrF'rcATroN oF Srvrur,¡,rBo SuNsony DnrrclnNcy

The network classified the training data with 100% accuracy. For the test data, the

results of this study show that the sensory deficiency was classified with a 91 .9Yo success

rate; only I out of 48 cases was misclassified. Table 4.1 shows the confusion matrix for the

three classes, for the test data. As can be seen in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the feature

values for subject 4, class I are more similar to the values for class 3; i.e. the class for which

the feature was misclassified as.

Classified As

Table 4.1 Confusion matrix for test data.

4.2 MonBLTNG COP DrsroRrroN TrrRoucn A Mnuuvr

4.2.1 Lnqun Moopr,s

I

2

J

I

The average mean square error (MSE) for each of the linear methods, as well as the

model parameters which provided the best results, are given in Table 4.2. The nonlinear

network model was superior to all other models.

l5

True Class

0

I

2

0

t6

0

J

0

0

l6
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Algorithm Direction

LMS

Table 4.2 Model Parameters.

NLMS

AP

ML

M

Model Parameters

AP

RLS

I

ML

D

I

Wiener
Filter

AP

0

I

ML

À

Nonlinear
Network
Model

0

I

AP

0

2

ML

o

4.2.1.1 I¡,rvnnsn Moonlrxc

I

I

AP

MSE (+$þ¡

0

2

For each of the adaptive filter algorithms, filter orders M of 1,2,3,5 andT were used,

with delay D in the range [0,n4]. It should be noted that for some combinations of filter

order and delay, the inverse filter was not stable. The ouþut of the inverse filter was

calculated for each of the 64 trials, for each (M,D) combination; the MSE was then

calculated for each trial and averaged.

For the LMS algorithm, Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the ouþut of the inverse filter,

i.e. plant model, for subject 10, trial 1, for the AP and ML directions respectively. The

results for this subject are representative of the results obtained for the remaining subjects.

ML

I

2

0.02 + 0.01

0.99

0.20 r 0.15

0.9

0.0001

0.01 r 0.01

0.0001

0.12 + 0.10

0.01 r 0.01

0.11 + 0.08

0.01 + 0.01

0.32+ 0.22

0.01 r 0.005

0.008 + 0.004
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As can be seen from the figures, the ouþut of the plant filter, Côfo, is approximately

equal to the input to the filter, COP,, rather than the desired ouþut, COPb.

Figure 4.1 Plant filter results for the AP direction using LMS adaptive filtering technique; input

vector COPt (+), estimated ouþut vector Côfo (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).

80 100

sampls [n]

- 5I -



Figure 4.2Plant filter results for the ML direction using LMS adaptive filtering technique; input

vector COP, (+), estimated output vector Côfo (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).

The leaky LMS algorithm produced results similar to the LMS algorithm when

0<B<0.1. In this case however, in equation (3.20) the term (1-pÞ)w(n) is

approximately equal to w(n ), which is just the weight update of the LMS algorithm. Thus

this variant of the LMS algorithm does notprovide any advantage, which is reflected in the

results not showing any improvement.

With the normalized LMS algorithm, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show that the ouþut of

the plant filter, CôP5, is approximately equal to the input to the filter, COP,, rather than

the desired ouþut, COPb. Thus no advantage was provided by using the normalized LMS

over the LMS algorithm.
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Figure 4.3 Plant filter results for the AP direction using NLMS adaptive filtering technique; input

vector COPI (+), estimated ouþut vector Côpo (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).

=ûoo

Figure 4.4Plant filter results for the ML direction using NLMS adaptive filtering technique; input

vector COP, (+), estimated ouþut vector Côfo (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).
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The results of the RLS algorithm can be seen in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6.The ouþut

of the plant filter, Côpo, does not match the desired output COPb, however, it more

closely resembles the desired ouþut than it did for the LMS and NLMS algorithms.

Figure 4.5 Plant filter results for the AP direction using RLS adaptive filtering technique; input

vector COP, (+), estimated output vector Côp, (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).
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Figure 4.6Plant filter results for the ML direction using RLS adaptive filtering technique; input

vector COPt (+), estimated output vector Côpo (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).

4.2.1.2 Wrr¡rBR F n-r:nn

As can be seen from Figure 4.7,the ouþut of the plant filter, COPb, is approximately

equal to the input to the f,rlter, COP,, rather than the desired ouþut, COPb. While the

ouþut of plant filter, CôPo, in the ML direction does not follow the input signal as closely

(Figure 4.8) the result was not very promising.
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Figure 4.7 Plant filter results for the AP direction using a Wiener filter; input vector COP, (+¡,

estimated ouþut vector Côpo (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).

a=ooo

Figure 4.8 Plant filter results for the ML direction using a Vy'iener filter; input vector COP. (+¡,

estimated ouþut vector Côpo (*) and the desired output vector COPb (-).
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4.2.2 NoNLINEAR MOoBr,

The output of the neural plant model was simulated for each of the 64 trials; the MSE

was then calculated for the plant model for each trial and averaged.

For the cente of pressure in the AP and ML directions, the MSE was equal to

0.01 10.005 and 0.00810.004, respectively. The network was trained for 28 epochs,

when the maximum step size was reached. The input layer and hidden layer weight vectors

are given in Table 4.3. Figure 4.9 andFigure 4.10 show the ouþut of neural network plant

model for subject 10, trial 1. The results for this subject are representative of the results

obtained for the remaining subjects.

Direction

Table 4.3 Neural Network Plant Model Parameters.

AP

ML

Overall, the neural network method had superior performance when compared with the

linear models. The results are approximately equal to the desired ouþuts, for both the AP

and ML directions.

IWr'r

0.5775

-0.267s

I\ryt''

Model Parameters

-0.1134

r.4034€4

wt't

2.1731

-3.6718

b'

0.0577

-0.0178

b'

-0.1209

-0.0649
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Figure 4.9 Neural network plant model results for the AP direction; input vector COPI (-),

estimated ouþut vector Côpo (x) and the desired ouþut vector COPb (--).

1

0.8

0.5

0.4

o.2

0

-0.2

^o.4

-0.6

-0.8

-'l

ûoo

Figure 4.10 Neural network plant model results for the ML direction; input vector COPt (-),

estimated ouþut vector Côpo (x) and the desired ouþut vector COPb (--).
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4.3 COM FuNcrroN AppnoxrMlTroN

The accelerometer data (system input) and

(system ouþut) for a typical subject, for each

4.rt.

1

0.5

0

-0.5

the normalized resultant

of the four conditions are

=
E

.Bõ
t

,Í liiJ li tJ [,'tJ ç ,

FT."k -Sh.rk .{oM I

-1 L

0

1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

1

0.5

0

-0.5
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Figure 4.I I System inputs, trunk acceleration (-) and shank acceleration (--), and ouþut,

COM (-.-), for a typical subject for a) fixed, eyes open, b) fixed, eyes closed, c) sponge, eyes open,

and d) sponge, eyes closed.

The following sections give the results for the neural network, adaptive fuzzy and

genetic sum-oÊsines models, respectively.

4.3.1 NBunaL NETwoRK MoDEL
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A model was trained and simulated for each of the four trials. The results for a typical

subject for each of the different test conditions for the test data are given in Figure 4.12.
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The test data serves to test the system's response to

i.e. it tests how well the model can generalize.
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Figure 4.12 Neural network model results: true O and estimated (--) normalized resultant COM

trajectory for the test data ofa typical subject for (a) fixed, eyes open, (b) fixed, eyes closed, (c)

sponge, eyes open and (d) sponge, eyes closed.

The values for the msan, minimum and maximum values for the NPE for each tnal,

during each condition, are given in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 Neural Network's Normalized Percentage Enor (NPE).

Eyes Open, Fixed Surface

Eyes Closed, Fixed Surface

Trial

Eyes Open, Sponge Surface

Eyes Closed, Sponge Surface

MeanNPE
(%)Train

7.7

MeanNPE
(%) Test

8.0

7.9

9.4

r0.7

MinMean
NPE (%)

9

8.4

6.1

t2

MaxMean
NPE (%)

6.8

5.4

10.7

9.1

11.6

10.5

t4.5
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4.3.2 Anaprln Fazzy Monpr,

A model was trained and simulated for each of the four trials. The results for a typical

subject for each of the different test conditions forthe test dataare given in Figure 4.13.

The test data serves to test the system's response to independent data from the training data;

i.e. it tests how well the model can generalize.
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Figure 4.13 Adaptive ñnzy model results: true O and estimated (--) normalized resultant COM

trajectory for the test data ofa typical subject for (a) fixed, eyes open, (b) fixed, eyes closed, (c)

sponge, eyes open and (d) sponge, eyes closed.
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The mean, minimum and maximum values for the NPE for each trial, during each

condition, are given in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5 Adaptive Fuzzy System's Normalized Percentage Error.

Eyes Open, Fixed Surface

Eyes Closed, Fixed Surface

Trial

Eyes Open, Sponge Surface

Eyes Closed, Sponge Surface

4.3.3 GnNnTIc SUM-OF.SINES MOOUT,

MeanNPE
(%) Train

It can be seen from Figure 4.1I that the trunk acceleration and resultant COM are

sinusoidal signals that are approximately 180 degrees out of phase; thus suggesting a

sinusoidal relationship. Plotting a sine wave versus the same sine wave, shifted by 180

degrees results in a circle. Similarly, when the resultant COM trajectory is plotted verses

the trunk acceleration (Figure 4.14), we see a repetition of an ellipse, with the diameter

changing as the amplitudes change. This sinusoidal relationship is reflected in the genetic

sum-of-sines model's ability to estimate the resultant COM trajectory given the trunk

acceleration through a sum of sinusoids.

9.6

MeanNPE
(%) Test

9.4

10. I

11.0

t2.t

MinMean
NPE (%)

9.9

10.4

12.0

5.5

MaxMean
NPE (%)

5.4

6.0

t4.6

8.i

14.0

t2.3

14.5
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A model was trained and simulated for each of the four trials. The results for a typical

subject for each of the different test conditions for the test data are given in Figure 4.15.

The test data serves to test the system's response to independent data from the training data;

i.e. it tests how well the model can generalize.

Figure 4.14 Resultant COM trajectory verses trunk acceleration.
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Figure 4.15 Genetic sum-of-sines model results: true O and estimated (--) normalized resultant

COM trajectory for the test data ofa typical subject for (a) fixed, eyes open, (b) fixed, eyes closed,

(c) sponge, eyes open and (d) sponge, eyes closed.

The mean, minimum and maximum values for the NPE for each trial, during each

condition, are given in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6 Genetic Sum-of-Sines' Normalized Percentage Error.

Eyes Open, Fixed Surface

Eyes Closed, Fixed Surface

Trial

Eyes Open, Sponge Surface

Eyes Closed, Sponge Surface

MeanNPE
(%)Train

8.6

MeanNPE
(%) Test

9.2

9.0

9.4

I1.8

Min Mean
NPE (%)

8.8

8.6

10.7

6.5

MaxMean
NPE (%)

5.9

5.7

I r.3

8

I1.6

13.5

13.9
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CHaprnn 5

DrscussroN, Coxcr,usloNs AND F'urunn Wom

5.1 DIScUSSIoN Inn CONCLUSIONS

5.1.1 ClassrFrcATIoN on Srprur,¿,rpo SnNsonv DnrrcrnNcv

The features used for classification of simulated sensory deficiency were the distance

from the maximum absolute value of the acceleration to the average RMS value, and the

distance from the maximum absolute value of the acceleration to the avercge energy value.

The class differences for the selected features were consistent with the findings in fBaratto

et a1.,20021, where the altered conditions increased the amount of time that the COP was

at a further distance from the mean.

Using the neural network classifier developed in this thesis, a proposed objective

method to diagnose balance disorders may be implemented as follows. The subject will

perform the hip movement strategy (as detailed in Section 2.2) ona frrm, fixed surface with

eyes open for 25 seconds, during which the COP would be recorded. The two features

would then be extracted from the first 20 seconds of the COP acceleration, and then input

to the neural network. If the subject did have a sensory deficiency, it would be reflected in

the recorded COP signal, even though the test was performed on the firm, fixed surface

with eyes open. The neural network should then be able to classifu if the patient has a

sensory deficiency, based on the deflrned classes.
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This method of diagnosing balance disorders offers several advantages. The equipment

used to acquire the COP trajectory is inexpensive, portable, and therefore available for

routine clinical assessments. The trials the subject performs, and the classification of the

results are not time consuming, requiring an average of 20 minutes to complete. The

proposed method also provides an objective method for classiffing the balance disorder.

The motivation behind this research was to provide a reliable, clinically available

method for determining sensory loss in a patient. The results support neural network

modeling as a promising method for classiffing sensory deficiency.

5.1.2 MooELING COP DTSToRTIoN THROUGH A MEDIUM

ln general, the COP is usually measured from the bottom of a piece of foam as an

outcome balance measure. However, the graphs in Section 4.2 show that the COP measured

on the bottom is not the same as the COP measured on the top, particularly in the ML

direction. So far there have not been any studies that have investigated the distortion of the

COP as it passes through the medium.

ln fTeasdale et al., 1991], a piece of dense foam was placed over a force plate, which

recorded the COP under normal and altered visual conditions. The average time a subject

spent away from mean COP value was calculated, and was an outcome measure used to

determine how the foam surface and visual conditions affected the balance of the elderly.

The Basic Balance Master System from Neurocom International Inc is a 18"x18" fixed

force plate that can be used to measure vertical center of foot pressure. The product also

includes amodified clinical test of sensory interaction on balance (mCTSIB) fNeurocom].

The mCTSIB provides a piece of foam for the subject to stand on in order to emulate their

more expensive sensory organization test product, and reports the recorded COP as
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measured from under the foam. The research in both fBoulgarides et al., 2003] and

[McGinn et a1.,2002], was performed using the mCTSIB. In [Boulgarides et a1.,2003],

different balance tests were compared to determine their effectiveness for predicting fall

risk among the elderly. The COP speed was used as the primary outcome measure for

analysing the effectiveness of the mCTSIB.

If the COP5 and COP, were linearly related, the COP as measured from below the

sponge would only need to be scaled. However, if they are nonlinearly related, then the

COP trajectory from the below the sponge is questionable, and hence one of the objectives

of this study.

The effects of linear distortion can include amplitude scaling and/or phase shifts. Linear

models adapt or estimate weights in an attempt to equalize the effects of these linear

distortions. 'With the LMS and RLS algorithms, additional user defined parameters , 6 , L,

B and p, provide f,rne tuning of the weights. These parameters can be modified in order to

bias the weights towards more favourable outcomes. In this study, however, adjusûnents of

the parameters had little effect on the ouþut of the filter, and were not able to characteize

all aspects of the signal distortion. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the relationship between

the COP6 and COP, for the AP and ML directions respectively; for the AP direction, a

3rd order polynomial curve \¡/as fit to the data. These scatter plots indicate that the COP6

and COP, are not related linearly, particularly in the ML direction. This is also reflected

in the fact that the linear models developed in this study could not derive a set of filter

weights to sufficiently describe the system, suggesting that the relationship between the

COP from below and above the sponge is nonlinear.
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Figure 5.1 COP from the bottom of the sponge versus COP from the top of the sponge in the AP

direction; a 3rd order polynomial is fit to the relationship.
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Figure 5.2 COP from the bottom of the sponge versus COP from the top of the sponge in the ML

direction.
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Conversely, the nonlinear neural network plant model had a very low MSE, effectively

described the system and was superior to all of the applied linear models. Substituting the

obtained weights and biases (Table 4.3) for the network into (3.39), the mathematical

model for the sponge in the AP and ML directions can be characterized. Although the

values for the model parameters determined were for a particular sponge, this study

suggests that a neural network plant identification model may be applied to any medium

other than the sponge. Thus, the COP as measured from the bottom of the sponge is

nonlinearly related to the balance system.

In addition to distortion caused by the medium, the size and shape (e.g., square,

rectangular, etc.) of the board used to evenly distribute the subject's mass may also have an

effect on the distortion of the COP signal. Thus, by manipulating the parameters of the

board, a linear system may be achievable.

This study suggests that the neural network plant identification model may be applied

to mediums other than the sponge and that the information can then be used to determine

how the balance control model is affected given the sensory information received.

In summary, the results ofthis study indicate that not only are the COP signals measured

from the top and bottorn of the sponge different, they are nonlinearly related. In terms of

balance control processes, this provides evidence that the cutaneous signals from the feet

are distorted and cannot be easily used by the nervous system as an absolute external

reference frame for dynamic balance. A nonlinear mathematical model is defined that

describes this relationship.
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5.1.3 COM FuNcuoN AppnoxnvrATroN

Control models have been developed that estimate state variables by incorporating the

actual biomechanics of the system [Kiemel et aL.,2002; van der Kooij et aL.,1999]. Optimal

estimation control theory was used, which optimizes the state variables according to a cost

function. A benefit of this model was that sensory noise was incorporated. A Kalman filter

was used to provide an optimal estimate of the state variables, given delayed sensor plus

noise signals and delayed control signals. As Kalman filters operate on linear data, and the

relationship between sensory and state information is not always linear, optimal estimates

were then passed through a non-linear predictor.

The model in [van der Kooij et al.,I999fwas for a single-link inverted pendulum during

quiet stance, and had to be fit to each subject. The model in [Kiemel et a1.,2002] was not

tested with subjects, but rather a three-link model system, during quiet stance. As the

degrees of freedom are increased, so are the dynamics of the system and complexity of the

model. While these models give an understanding to sensory integration, they cannot be

practically applied in a clinical environment as the data collection equipment is expensive

and not portable and the models are only fit to speciflrc subjects.

The models developed in this study are not attempting to model system mechanics.

Instead, they attempt to determine a relationship between sway information during

different conditions and the corresponding motion of the COM when two-segment inverted

pendulum dynamics are considered.

The subjects induced voluntary, periodic, sinusoidal motion, which was reflected in the

resulting tajectory of the COM; however, shifts in the baseline of the signal occurred as

elTors accumulated in the system. When the information provided by sensory cues is
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altered, it introduces uncertainties in the system. In particular, the sponge causes distortion

and delays of the cutaneous information provided, which in tum produces large errors in

the postural system's predictions. In the trial where the somatosensory information was

altered, but visual information was still available, there were small deviations from a

sinusoid, and peaked where the subject had difficulty maintaining balance; however, there

were still predictive elements to the signal. When visual cues were also removed, the

postural system began to accumulate large errors and the sway increased. The true COM

trajectory had larger deviations from a sinusoid, again with peaks where balance was

diffrcult to maintain. There are few predictive elements to the signal as large uncertainty is

added to the signal via the removal of visual and somatosensory information. Due to this

lack of sensory information, it is increasingly difficult for our own balance systems to

predict the disturbances.

For each of the models developed in this thesis, the estimated COM trajectory closely

followed the true COM trajectory, and was able to identify these baseline shifts, in all four

trials. However, as the task became more diff,rcult, the NPE increased slightly as there were

less predictive elements to the signal, due to the uncertainty added to the signal via the

removal of visual and somatosensory information.

For the preliminary study in [Betker et a1.,20031, the network model's normalized

estimation effors were to within 41.8%. Although the mean NPEs in [Betker et aL.,2003]

were lower in some cases, the data was not completely independent from the training data,

thus resulting in a lower error. In comparison, the improved neural network model

developed in this study estimated the resultant COM hajectory to within an effor of only

14.5o/o. Similarly, the fuzzy model estimated the resultant COM to within I4.6yo, and the
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genetic sum-of-sines model estimated the resultant COM trajectory to within an error of

only l3.9o/u In addition, the genetic sum-of-sines model only requires one input to the

system.

The motivation behind this research was the development of a minimal system and test

protocol that provides the same information as haditional systems, and is available for

routine clinical assessment. The genetic sum-of-sines model developed in this thesis is an

intuitive model, that provides an estimate ofthe resultant COM trajectory to within an effor

of 13.9%o, and thus shows encouraging results for incorporation into the test system.

5.2 FuruRE WoRK

In addition to classiffing individual sensory deficiencies, it would be useful to be able

to classi$r the degree to which a sensory system has deteriorated. Another case would be

the deterioration of multiple sensory systems. The inclusion of additional features may aid

in distinguishing the degrees of sensory deficiency, as well as combined sensory

deficiencies. Extensions of this study could therefore include the extraction of additional

features from other clinically available movement signals, such as sway acquired from

accelerometers. In addition, we would like to include data from patients, and compare the

neural classification model with results achieved from the standard tests discussed.

The analysis of how these different mediums affect foot functions and balance control

may also be applied to the development of footwear for diabetics with peripheral

neuropathy, prosthetics of amputees and in the elderly. Different insoles, inserts, shoes and

orthotic devices have been developed to enhance outdoor walking function, foot mechanics

and re-distribution of contact forces. However, it is difficult to design footwear for all of
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the different surfaces encountered in daily life without considering the effect the surfaces

have on the postural control system. By modeling the force signals as they transfer through

different cushioning insoles, positioning inserts and amount of rocker angle, we can

determine the degree of somatosensory information the person would receive. It will also

allow us to determine the degree of distortion and delay in interpreting the correct

adjustments to be made to control COM motion relative to a unstable support base. In

addition to investigating other mediums, the effect of different board sizes and shapes on

the COP distortion are also of interest.

Therefore, based on the models developed in this thesis, we aim to design a simple tool

and test protocol that will permit reliable evaluation of balance and movement interaction

on different support surfaces for a hierarchy of increasing dynamics and functional tasks.

Such tasks include a stationary base of support with the body moving as a single and dual

inverted pendulum (ankle and hip strategies respectively), stepping and during walking on

various unpredictable, compliant surfaces. Also directly related is the determination of

mathematical models of different materials and sole designs that can be used to emulate the

combined effects of corrective footwear and typical outdoor terrains, in order to quantiff

the amount of distortion in foot signals.
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